In this paper we will be discussing the singular configuration of CRS arm robot. Usually, in an open control scheme it is not that important to study your arm robot singularity as you can adjust your path as needed but in our visual servoing application which is considered a closed control scheme, it is very important to study your arm singularity and thus be able to avoid it or control the arm around these points.
Introduction
The International Federation for the Promotion of Mechanism and Machine Science has defined a mechanism to be; 'a system of bodies designed to convert motions of, and forces on, one or several bodies into constrained motions of, and forces on, other bodies'
(1) . An arm robot can be considered as a mechanism consists of a series of segments, jointed or sliding relative to one another, for the purpose of grasping and/or moving objects (pieces or tools) usually in several degrees of freedom. The components of a manipulator are connected by joints of various kinds: re-volute (R), slider or prismatic (P), screw or helical (H), ball or spherical (S), planar (E). Singularity is defined as the configuration where the values of joint position cause the Jacobian to become singular or when the manipulator loses degree of freedom. The degenerate direction is defined as the degree of freedom that the manipulator loses in the singularity or a motion that the manipulator cannot execute while in singularity. Loss of freedom and thus loss of control are the main issues why we study the arm robot singular point and try to avoid them as possible. Many efforts were made to find the singularity of a specific arm robot, and to derive the conditions identify the properties of the singularity. some researchers used the screw theory or coordinate transformations (2) (3) (4) (5) ,other used a geometrical approach which we will depend on it mainly (6) (7) (8) Gosselin and Angeles identified the different classes of mechanisms with respect of their singularities (6) Zlatanov and al further redefined their concepts (9, 10) Hayes and Husty studied the singular configurations of wrist-partitioned 6R serial robots in general, and the KUKA KR-15/2 industrial robot in particular (11) .
II. Related work
Many have used Genetic Algorithms (GA) in determining the best path for a robot in terms of least time and torque to achieve the requested task without any collision with the robot or any external obstacles. GA are population based stochastic and global search methods that help in reaching a global solutions which are difficult to be found by normal methods (12) Tabandeh and Clark presented a Genetic Algorithm for solving the inverse kinematics of a serial robotic manipulator which is capable of finding multiple solutions of the inverse kinematics (13) . Kazem and Mahdi and Qudah optimized the point-to-point trajectory planning for a 3-link (redundant) robot arm using GA is to minimizing traveling time and space, while not exceeding a maximum predefined torque, without collision with any obstacle in the robot work space (14) .
III. Work
In the following sections; the CRS arm robot structure will be shown in section (1), robot arm jacbian matrix calculation in section (2), then discussing robot arm singularity in general showing CRS singular points section (3).
A. Robot arm structure
The CRS is a 5DOF robot arm, Commands are issued to the robot system from program applications or terminal commands, or through the teach pendant. The complete system comes with a C500C controller and the teach pendant. The arm robot consists of 5 rotating joints with 5 separate axis of rotation; The DH parameters representing the robot arm is;
The robot arm can be controlled through an open architecture mode where the C500C controller which sends currents directly to the motors. The user is responsible for implementing a stable feedback system with the feedback from the encoders.
B. Robot jacobian matrix
The velocity relationships, relating the linear and angular velocities of the end effector to the joint velocities are determined by the Jacobian of the forward kinematic equations.There is a need for kinematic analysis to study singularity of a robot manipulator.Kinematic analysis represents the jacobian matrix which is the best tool to analyze singularity of the robot. The equation which represents such relations is; v = J · * Q (1) Where v represents the velocities of the end effector both linear and rotational velocities, while Q * represents the change in every joints angle with respect to time, so we can write v and Q * as follow
Table I CRS DH Parameters
Where n represents the number of joints. The Jacobian matrix is a size of m * n,where m identifies the number of degrees of freedom for the arm robot while n represents the number of joints within the arm robot, from that we can conclude that Each row in the Jacobian matrix represents the effect of every joint on every coordinate of the end-effector. There are two ways to calculate Jacobian matrix, first one is the analytical jacobian and the second one is the geometrical Jacobian.First, the analytical Jacobian is computed via differentiation of the direct kinematics function with respect to the joint variables and it is used whenever it is necessary to refer to differential quantities of variables defined in the operational space. Consider Homogeneous transformation matrix H(θ) as in equation (4) .
Where R(θ) 0 n is the rotation matrix from the end effector to the base frame, and T(θ) 0 n is the transitional vector from the end effector to the base frame. As the robot moves about, both the joint variables θ n and the end-effector position T(θ) 0 n and orientation R(θ) 0 n will be functions of time.
The second way is the geometrical Jacobian and is calculated as follow, consider; C. Robot Singularity analysis Singularity is defined as the configuration where the values of joint position cause the Jacobian to become singular or when the manipulator loses degree of freedom, that's mean a loss of instantaneous motion for the end-effector of one or more degrees, in addition to loss of control near singular points, where jacobian matrix is ill-conditioned and either the control algorithm fails or the joint velocities and accelerations may become unsustainably great and those points are reasons behind the arise of importance of singularity analysis. There are three well known singular points for an arm robot; first, the wrist singularity is when the first and third axes of the robots wrist (i.e. robot's axes 4 and 6) to line up then second wrist axis then attempts to spin 360 in zero time to maintain the orientation of the end effector. second, shoulder singularity and occurs when the wrist center lies on a cylinder that is centered about axis 1 and with radius equal to the distance between axes 1 and 4.
Third, and it is known as elbow singularity and it occurs when the wrist's center lies in the same plane as axes 2 and 3, in other words when links 2 and 3 are one the same line.
D. CRS robot singularity analysis in this section the analytical condition of the CRS 5 DOF robot will be determined to use it in the numerical analysis phase to discover the different singularities attached to CRS robot. 1) Analytical study for CRS singularity condition: first;the joints vector to be defined; Jacobian usually calculated and obtained around the base frame of the robot, but the crs robot exerts the translation movement around the base frame while the orientation of the end effector is exerted around the end effector frame and the robot control uses same method so which will be used in the jacobian calculations as mentioned and as in equation (6) the CRS jacobian can be obtained as follow; the main concern is where the jacobian loses rank, in other words the configuration when determent of the jacobian tends to zero; results were not enough to study the whole work space of the robot and the various configuration of it. that's why numerical analysis was needed to fulfill such gap. 2) Numerical analysis of CRS robot: We studied the whole workspace of the robot arm to find any other singular point rather than the three known singular configuration, but we did not find any other point in the whole workspace, we studied the workspace with steps of 1 degree and 12 degree but there where no singular points except near the elbow singularity, we tried to study the shoulder singularity but due to some mechanical limitation in the arm robot such configuration can not be reached, and our robot is only 5 joints so wrist singularity is not applicable in our case also later, we tried to focus on the area around the elbow singular points, so we studied the values of the determent from θ 3 = 0 o (where elbow singularity occurs) to θ 3 = 0.5 o with step of but no disturbance or malfunctioning of any type occurred in such range of degrees, so we tried to narrow the range we are looking in, so we check the singularity between θ 3 = 0
• and θ 3 = 0.1 0 with steps 0.0001 we found a relation between the value of determent and the value of θ3 with only one step that's mean at θ3 = 0.0001• the determent value jumped to 34.5 and by the fourth step the value of the determent was 125 which means it is far from a singular point or singular range. A graph for such values can be found below; we tried to force the arm robot to reach elbow singular point to check it's response, and the response was an aggressive motion of the joints in the opposite direction that can me fatal in operation while holding a tool. The graph below shows such motion It is very clear in the second graph representing the velocity of the motor controlling θ3 has been subjected to fatal overshoot in the reverse direction of the current motion. The importance of studying singularity arises also from the point of the effect of joint passing by or in a singular is that it affects the neighbor joints as well depending on the structure of the robot and mechanical control. The disturbance in motion included also θ 2 and θ 4 , both joints where subject to reverse rates and forces that oppose the current motion. E. Optimizing joints using GA Genetic algorithms (GAs) are global, parallel, stochastic search methods, founded on Darwinian evolutionary principles. it has arisen from a desire to model the biological processes of natural selection and population genetics (15) . GA woks on any given objection function to find the best chromosome through promoting the best and elite ones in a series of successive generations by a given criteria of selection using a fitness function, each chromosome contains a defined number of genes, number of genes is the total number of variables for the fitness function and each chromosome is a possible solution for it. The worst chromosomes are neglected in the next generations and new chromosomeare substituted through defined operators named as mutation and cross-over.
1) GA chromosome identification:
By looking at any singular configuration, we found the joints configuration will be Q = (θ1θ2θ3θ4θ5), θ1 doesn't affect the singular configuration at any point as it is responsible to rotate the robot around itself, in other words θ1 makes the robot rotate in 360• around itself and at each degree there is an imaginary plane, the configuration for the elbow singularity will be repeated at each plane at each degree, same as for θ5.therefore, at any given 360 planes we can consider the arm robot as a 3 DOF arm robot with only(x,z,α). Therefore the main concern is to control and optimize the three angular joints (θ2 θ3 θ4). Now choosing the structure and representation of each chromosome, there are two types of representation; binary and real number representation, choosing real number representation will be more efficient and a better expresses for the aspects of the fitness function. The structure of the chromosome;
2) GA fitness function: We will using GA to find the min distance between to joints configuration, first configuration is the one at singular point and second configuration is by shifting θ3 by 0.2• so that is pass by the singular point without any disturbance for the system and using optimization techniques to find the minimum θ2 and θ4. the objective function that should be optimized is function defining the distance between the two cartesian locations using the two joints configuration Q1 = [θ2,θ4,α] and Q1 = [θ2,0.2•,α]. in addition to the cartesian location, the aim was to optimize the difference in the joints, so the objective function become; ∆(Z) = z 2 −z 1 where x 1 and z 1 are the coordinates of the singular pose, and x 2 and z 2 are the coordinates of the desired optimized pose near singularity. we studied around 11000 singular points and found the optimized values which will help us to work without any errors, for three different values of θ 3 O then θ2 will be (θ 2 −0.1) and θ2 will be (θ 2 −0.1). We assumed the population size 300 individuals, number of generations 500, and GA parameters were 0.8 for crossover, 10% elitism and 0.1 mutation. an example for results can be recognized in the following figure. The convergence of both θ2 and θ4 in addition to the change in the cartesian coordinates X and Z has been tested to identify to determine the sufficient number of generations needed. the convergence of the fitness function alone was not enough to determine the total number of generations needed to find the optimum solutions, a further investigations has to be done to fine tune the results, such fine tuning was determined by investigation the change in each joint in addition to the change in the cartesian values, as shown in Fig:(15) and Fig:(16) that at generation 500 the change is becoming so trivial, if fitness function values was the only factor to be considered, iteration would have stopped at 50 generation as in Fig:(14) The effect of changing λ on both cartesian error and joints error is shown in Fig:(18) it is obvious that the as λ increased from 0 − 1, the total error increased which indicates that the important parameter is to control the cartesian error through our application. also the change in both θ2 and θ4 with respect to λ has been tested; the main effect of λ is mainly on θ4 as θ2 doesn't change dramatically with the change in λ IV. Future work After investigating the singular points in our workspace, the next step was to try to avoid such points and find a way to work beside singular points without collision or sudden movements.
